N6420 NOI NUI RUNG YEN A (VIETNAM, 1990)
(Other titles: At the tranquil moments in the jungle)

**Credits:** director, Nguyen Khanh Du; writer, Tran Than Hiep.
**Cast:** Minh Phuong, Nguyen Dang Khoa.
**Summary:** Melodrama set in South Vietnam in the 1970s. Truc, a military nurse, falls in love with Tuan, a brave soldier. Then Truc learns that Tuan is already married and she will no longer see him. Tuan’s mother and his little daughter appear and tell Truc that Tuan’s wife has been unfaithful and run away with another man. Too late, Truc tries to find Tuan but he has been killed in action. Truc finds a small house in the border area and there takes care of Tuan’s daughter.

“Noi nui rung yen a = At the tranquil moments in the jungle” Danh muc phim truyen Viet Nam, 1987-1997 – Catalogue of Vietnamese feature films Ha Noi: Vien nghe thuat va Luu tru dien anh Viet Nam, 1999. (p. 94)